ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Online handwriting recognition provides a dynamic means of communication with computers through a pen like stylus, as it is natural writing instrument and this seems to be an easier way of entering data into computers. However, wide variation of human writing style makes online handwriting recognition a challenging pattern recognition problem.
In this work, major part is the segmentation of a word into its component characters or valid basic strokes [9] . So, this phase should be proper otherwise determining the combination of strokes to determine the boundary of a particular character in a word will be ambiguous. I tried to solve the problem by the various modules such as Online Data collection, Preprocessing or Stroke Extraction, Segmentation of Online Handwritten Compound words into basic stroke, Features generation of Compound stroke, Basic Compound stroke training to the classifier, Recognition of individual basic stroke [10] . The recognition result for the previous work [11] was just around 43% due to some under and over segmentation problems; however the segmentation rate was nearly 83%. In this paper the modified segmentation algorithm enhanced the segmentation rate up to 87% and mostly overcome the under and over segmentation problems for some characters by which the recognition rate also increased.
Brief comparison between offline and online approaches:
-Online recognition system: the system accepts the movement of pen from the hardware such as graphic tablet, wacom tablet, light pen, A4 takes note; and there is a lot of information during the input process available such as: current position, movement's direction, stopping points, starting points, strokes order.
-Offline recognition system: the system accepts image as input from scanner, offline recognition is more difficult than online recognition: because of not availability of contextual information and prior knowledge like text position, size of text, order of strokes, stop points, and start points. Furthermore there are noises in image while the noises in online recognition near to be absent.
DATA COLLECTION
On-line handwriting recognition involves the automatic conversion of text as it is written on a special digitizer or A4 take note where a sensor picks up the pen-tip movements X (t), Y (t) as well as pen-up/pen-down P either with 0 or 1 switching. That kind of data is known as digital ink and can be regarded as a dynamic representation of handwriting. The ink signal is captured by either:
A paper based capture device, A digital pen on patterned paper, A pen-sensitive touch screen, To collect the data (Word) I used A4 take note or the datasheets. Here we used datasheets. For online data collection, the sampling rate of the signal is considered fixed for all the samples of all the classes of character. Thus the number of points M in the series of co-ordinates samples of all the classes of character. Thus the number of points M in the series of co-ordinates for a particular sample is not fixed and depends on the time taken to write the sample on the pad. As the number of points in actual trace of the characters are generally large and varies greatly due to high variation in writing speed, a fixed lesser number of points, regularly spaced in time are selected for further processing. The digitizer output is represented in the format of pi € R 2 X{0,1}; i = 1:M, where pi is the pen position having x-coordinate and y-coordinate and M is the total number of sample points. Let (pi) and (pj) be two consecutive pen points. We retain both of these two consecutive pen points (pi) and (pj) if the following condition is satisfied:
where x = xi -xj and y = yi -¡yj. The parameter m is empirically chosen. I have set m equal to zero in Equation (i) to removes all consecutive repeated points.
Analyzing a total of 4200 Bangla compound words we found that, for writing Bangla characters, the number of sample points (M) varies from 14 (for the character ) to 176 (for the character ) points. The average number of sample points in a Bangla character is 72. I also computed the average number of sample points in each character class. I noted that the character class ( ) has the maximum number of sample points and its average value is 113. The character class ( ) has the minimum number (46) of sample points. Figure 1 shows the online collected data in form of text and the datasheet of 42 compound words. 
STROKE EXTRACTION
By stroke we mean the set of points obtained between a pen down and pen up. In other words the number of sample points collected by a continuous writing of the pen without lifting it. Main difficulty of Bangla character recognition is shape similarity, stroke size and the order variation of different strokes. From the statistical analysis on our dataset we found that the minimum and maximum number of stroke used to write a Bangla compound character is 1 and 6. Bangla compound characters also may be written by using all of these basic strokes. So in Bangla language apart from the simple 66 strokes with compound characters there are mainly 72 strokes available. All of these strokes also written by the combination of basic 66 strokes. Although in case of combination we consider that 66 + 72 basic stroke in Bangla, so a total of 138 basic strokes. The list of compound basic strokes is in 
COMPOUND WORD SEGMENTATION
There are about 280 compound characters in Bangla. Main difficulty of Bangla character recognition is shape similarity, stroke size and the order variation of different strokes. I know that in Bengali handwriting the movement of each stroke is generally downside. By keeping this concept in mind it has been seen that in a downside movement stroke the point from where that downside movement starts [10, 11] at that point I have to split that stroke. This should be done only in the upper zone i.e. first 33% portion of the total height of the image. In the remaining 67% of the image segmentation is not needed. But the compound characters mostly prepared by using the two different simple characters. By considering that feature of compound characters, these characters also may be segmented from middle portion also (i.e. 50% of total height). People write any word in Bangla, such a manner where more than one alphabet is joined with one another. This joining is generally found in the upper 1/3rd. portion of the character (exception in few cases) [11] . The modified segmentation algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Store each pixel of the online data in three variables corresponds to X and Y coordinates and pen feature value of 0 or 1 in third variables for identifying strokes.
Step 2: For each third variable value 0 separates each strokes scanning pixels of the word. Calculate 30% of the height for a simple and 50% of the height for a compound character.
Step 3: Select at which point of stroke segmentation is needed based on the previous output. We have to finally segment those points of same or different strokes which required to be segmented. So, we use one function to check at which pixel it is feasible to segment a stroke. We have to check few features of Bangla characters for this process such as: i) Each pixel's distance from the start and end of the stroke, ii) The width of the stroke up to the pixel in question from the start and end of the stroke, iii) The height of the stroke up to the pixel in question, iv) Total stroke distance, v) Total width of the word. After finding these features we have to take some ratio of (a) Each pixel's distance & Total stroke distance, (b) The width of the stroke up to the pixel in question & Total width of the word and thus to decide at which pixel of a particular stroke segmentation is feasible.
Step 4: Now if at a particular pixel it is feasible to segment the stroke, then first we check whether that pixel's y co-ordinate value is 30% of the height or not. If it is not then there will be no segmentation. If it is, then we check whether at that pixel downside movement of the stroke starts or not. or 10 pixels for checking of feasibility of segmentation.
Step 5: Repeat step 3 and 4 for each pixels and each strokes of the entire word.
By this approach I tried to segment all the compound words covering all the vowels and consonants modifiers and also covering all the alphabets in Bangla language and the result is in Figure 3 . 
FEATURE GENERATION
Any online feature is very much sensitive to writing stroke sequence and size variation. Total 233 features (90+15+128) are used [9] .
The features used are:
Point based feature(90), Structural features (15), Directional feature (128),
The processed character is transformed into a sequence t = [t 
TRAINING TO THE CLASSIFIER
In this step the extracted features are to be fed to the classifier by the training to the classifier using the concept of Neural Network. Based on the above-normalized features, a Multilayer Perception Neural Network based scheme was used for recognition of the strokes. The Multi Layer Perception Network (MLP) is, in general, a layered feed-forward network, pictorially represented with a directed acyclic graph. Each node in the graph stands for an artificial neuron of the MLP, and the labels in each directed arc denote the strength of synaptic connection between two neurons and the direction of the signal flow in the MLP [8] . For pattern classification, the number of neurons in the input layer of an MLP is determined by the number of features selected for representing the relevant patterns in the feature space and output layer by the number of classes in which the input data belongs. The neurons in hidden and output layers compute the sigmoid function on the sum of the products of input values and weight values of the corresponding connections to each neuron.
In this work the number of neurons in input and output layers of the perception is set to 278 and 138; respectively since the number features are 278 and the number of possible classes in hand written stroke considered for the present case is 138. The number of hidden units was set to 90, back propagation learning rate and acceleration factor is set to suitable values, based on trial runs.
WORD RECOGNITION
Each word will be constructed with the help of its recognized strokes. I have taken 42 different Bengali words covering all the vowels & consonants in Bengali and all the modifiers using which a Bangla word is written. Those words are collected online using A4 take note. Now to construct each of those 42 words we have to send to the recognition module the correct combination of basic strokes (which are obtained from segmentation) to recognize each character as each character will be constructed with the help of its recognized strokes. So, if we can recognize each and every character in a word as well as modifiers (if exists) individually, then the entire word will be recognized. To do so, all the probable sequences of strokes are stored in a tree data structure that makes a valid character into a database. To build this a database report is generated from the raw data (characters), from which the sequences of strokes of the characters are gotten, that are generally used by people.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The experimental evaluation of the above techniques was carried out on isolated Bangla words. The data was collected from people of different background. A total of 42 different words are collected for the experiment covering all vowels & consonants as well as modifiers of bangle script. Each word's 100 instances are taken from people of different background. So, a total of 4200 words have been collected still now and worked.
Data
Segmentation Rate Segmentation Error Compound Word Approx 87% Approx 13% From the experiment it was found that the overall accuracy of the proposed scheme considering segmentation is satisfactory. I have checked that accuracy of segmentation is around 87% by applying the modified segmentation algorithm shown in Table 1 . Over and under segmentation problem is reduced by using the new segmentation algorithm shown in Table 2 .
I have checked that the classification accuracy of compound word is near around 73% by applying my modified segmentation algorithm. Rejection rate of data is 24%. The system is unable to classify the data nearly about 3%. Classification result is in Table 3 . 4200  3066  1008  126   Table 3 : Classification Result Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows some under and over segmented data result for some compound words which is unable to segment properly by the algorithm. Table 4 shows the under and over segmented characters suffers from the segmentation algorithm.
Total Data Classified Data Rejected Data Misclassified Data

Over Segmented Under Segmented
Character Word Character Word 
CONCLUSION
This work describes a new approach of Bangla Compound Handwritten Word Recognition. The work is done on 42 different predetermined Bangla compound words based on different vowels with a modified segmentation algorithm specially for Bangla Compound Word from various writing style which made the system more dynamic with a higher recognition rate than the previous. The system now can work with any Bangla basic and compound words; so it is dynamic in nature. The problem of over and under segmentation error decreased but still it suffers from few characters (such as ' ', ' ', ' ') because of their complex physical structure.
Not much work has been done towards the online compound word recognition of Indian scripts in general and Bangla in particular. I think this work can be helpful for Bangla signature verification or Paragraph Verification. So, there are many scope remains in this field based on this proposed work.
